MONTEREY RECREATION ANNOUNCES PARTNERSHIP WITH CREATIVE BRAIN® LEARNING

Monterey Recreation is excited to announce a partnership with Creative Brain® Learning to offer fun and enriching virtual learning opportunities. Creative Brain® Learning is a leading provider of quality enrichment education classes and camps in science, technology, engineering, visual and media arts, health and wellness and more. Focusing on education and “creative learning”, Creative Brain® Learning programs have consistently exceeded the latest quality standards in extended learning and are designed to serve the needs of the students and parents, the school and community by enhancing the distance learning curriculum.

A variety of classes will be offered in partnership with Monterey Recreation for children ages 5-15 years. Classes are designed to engage participants in mind-expanding learning opportunities while also being creative and FUN! Classes beginning the week of September 7 include:

- Creative Brain® Computer Coding
- Creative Brain® Video Game Design
- Creative Brain® MIT App Inventor
- Creative Brain® Jr. Lego® Engineering
- Creative Brain® Introduction to Cartoon Drawing
- Creative Brain® Introduction to Anime Drawing

Monterey Recreation hopes to expand virtual programs offerings to include piano lessons, preschool and sports until we are able to once again provide in-person programs. We value your input. Please email us at montereyrecreation@monterey.org if you have any questions or suggestions.

For program information, registration and more go to www.monterey.org/rec and follow the link for Virtual Recreation Programs. Email: montereyrecreation@monterey.org or call (831) 646-3866 and leave a message with additional questions.
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